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A moment later, the meditation mission was activated once again. 

 

Everyone in the meeting hall was stunned to discover that the little girl seemed to have gone mad! 

 

They saw that the little girl was holding a treasured sword and began to pop bubbles. In a short while, 

there were only a few dozen bubbles left and they floated pitifully on top. 

 

Everyone was puzzled. Could it be that the little girl had gone mad because she had suffered too much? 

Besides, why did the two disciples let her destroy them? Did they not want to complete the mission? 

 

Mountain Masster Zhuo rolled his eyes. He seemed to understand Yun Chujiu’s intention. TSK TSK, what 

a smart little girl. Old Jing was going to be slapped in the face again! 

 

Just as everyone was puzzled, one of the floating bubbles turned black. Yun Chujiu jumped up and 

grabbed at the bubble. 

 

The bubble tried its best to Dodge. Unfortunately, if there were more bubbles, it could hide in them. 

There were only a few dozen bubbles in the air. It was too difficult for it to Dodge Yun Chujiu’s claws! 

 

Yun chujiu caught the bubble as she wished and landed lightly on the ground. 

 

After a while, another bubble turned black. Yun chujiu did the same and caught another bubble. 

 

An Linchuan and Shangguan Hao would occasionally jump up, but their goal was obviously not to catch 

the corresponding color of the bubbles, but to help Yun chujiu intercept the black bubbles. 

 



By the time the mission ended, Yun Chujiu had already caught six bubbles, and this was because the 

probability of the black bubbles appearing was relatively small, otherwise ten would not be a problem. 

 

The meeting hall was eerily quiet. They were not stupid, so how could they not understand Yun Chujiu’s 

intention at this time? This was called not breaking or establishing! 

 

She would rather give up more bubbles and only keep the number that she could control. This way, as 

long as there were black bubbles inside, Yun Chujiu would definitely be able to catch them. Moreover, 

there was an Linchuan and Shangguan Hao’s help. 

 

At this rate, as she became more and more proficient, she could definitely leave more bubbles. She 

estimated that she would be able to complete the mission in ten days at most. 

 

Mountain master he grinned and laughed loudly. “Old Zhuo, hahaha, I finally understand a sentence 

today. The Devil is stronger than the ruler. It seems that you can’t outsmart that little girl.” 

 

Elder Jing was so angry that he was twitching. He glared fiercely at mountain master he, he sneered and 

said, “Don’t be too full of yourself. Although that Yun Chujiu is a little clever, the tranquil heart cave has 

a total of five missions. This is only the first mission. The subsequent missions are more difficult than the 

previous ones. There will be times when she will cry.” 

 

Mountain master he curled his lips. “I think you should be the one who cries in the end. Anyway, I think 

highly of that little girl.” 

 

Mountain master he silently cheered for mountain master he in his heart. Well said! He also thought 

highly of that little girl. The final victory would definitely belong to that little girl! 

 

Of course, mountain master an and mountain master shen naturally favored elder Jing. Especially when 

they saw that an Linchuan and mountain master an were actually “Aiding the wicked”, they were so 

angry that they were twitching. These two good-for-nothings, in order to help that little girl.., they 

actually stopped doing their own missions. Just what kind of bewitching soup did she give them. 



 

Just as the two of them were thinking about it, they saw that dinner was served in the Tranquil Heart 

Cave! 

 

Mountain master he roared, “You, look! They actually used the pill furnace as a Hotpot! This was 

nothing. weren’t those the extremely precious green jade prawns and Green Jade Lotus roots of the 

Essence Murder Sect? “No wonder those two brats helped that little girl. So it was to eat. How Useless!” 

 

As he spoke, mountain master he could not help but swallow his saliva. Actually, he also wanted to eat. 

He did not know if that little girl still needed help to intercept bubble’s people? 

 

 


